Motivated by the rapid experimental progress of quantum spin ice materials, we study the dynamical properties of pyrochlore spin ice in the U(1) spin liquid phases. In particular, we focus on the spinon excitations that appear at high energies and show up as an excitation continuum in the dynamic spin structure factor. The keen connection between the crystal symmetry fractionalization of the spinons and the spectral periodicity of the spinon continuum is emphasized and explicitly demonstrated. When the spinon experiences a background π flux and the spinon continuum exhibits an enhanced spectral periodicity with a folded Brillouin zone, this spectral property can then be used to detect the spin quantum number fractionalization and U(1) spin liquid. Our prediction can be immediately examined by inelastic neutron scattering experiments among quantum spin ice materials with Kramers' doublets. Further application to the non-Kramers' doublets is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The three-dimensional (3D) U(1) quantum spin liquid (QSL) is an exotic quantum state of matter and is characterized by fractionalized spinon excitation and emergent U(1) gauge structure 1 . Since the spinons are gapped, the low-energy property of the state is described by a compact U(1) quantum electrodynamics in 3D
1 . This interesting state was proposed more than one decade ago 1-3 . Recently, there has been a very active search of this exotic state among the rare-earth pyrochlore quantum spin ice (QSI) 4 materials . Despite the abundance of the QSI materials and possible experimental evidences, the identification of U(1) QSL has not been achieved in any candidate material.
To confirm the U(1) QSL, one needs to identify the emergent gauge structure and/or the fractionalized spinon excitation. From the theoretical perspective, these two things are related since the fractionalized excitation naturally emerges in the deconfined phase of the lattice gauge theory. Thus, identifying the emergent gauge structure and finding the fractionalized spinon excitations are equivalent. For the realistic pyrochlore QSIs, the gauge photon and the spinon have drastically different energy scales 1, 8, 9 . The gauge photon is the very low energy excitation that operates on the spin ice manifold 28, 36 , while the spinons are the much higher energy excitations that violate the spin ice rule 1 . Practically speaking, the large energy-scale difference between the gauge photon and spinons suggests that the spinon excitation might be a better experimental direction to search for. Therefore, we focus on the experimental signature of the spinon excitation and explore the spectral structure of the spinon continuum in the U(1) QSL in this paper. In particular, we point out that the emergent background U(1) gauge flux of the ground state enriches the U(1) QSLs by creating distinct translational symmetry fractionalization for the spinons. In the case that the spinon experiences a π background flux, there is an enhanced spectral periodicity with a folded Brillouin zone in the spinon continuum that can be revealed by the dynamic spin structure factor in an inelastic neutron scattering (INS) measurement. The enhanced spectral periodicity is certainly not a property of a conventional paramagnet and thus represents an unique experimental signature of the U(1) QSL with the π flux.
The enhanced spectral periodicity of the spinon continuum in the U(1) QSL with π flux, that we discover here, is very analogous to the fractional charge excitation in the fractional quantum Hall states 43, 44 . Over there, the global U(1) charge conservation gives the fractional charge quantum number to the fractionalized excitation. In our case, it is the translation symmetry that is fractionalized and renders the enhanced spectral periodicity to the spin continuum. Both of these results are examples of symmetry enriched topological orders, where the symmetry not only makes the topological ordered phases finer [45] [46] [47] [48] but also makes the topological order more visible from the experimental point of view.
The following part of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the XXZ model as the parent model to extract the π-flux U(1) QSL in the frustrated and perturbative regime. In Sec. III, we explain the translational symmetry fractionalization and predict its consequence on the spectral periodicity of the spinon continuum. In Sec. IV, we explictly compute the spinon continuum with the parton-gauge contruction for the XXZ model. In Sec. V, we discuss the candidate materials and the related experimental consequences.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN AND PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS
We start with the spin-1/2 XXZ model on the pyrochlore lattice. This model is the parent model for the pyrochlore QSI 1 . The realistic spin models for pyrochlore QSI contain more interactions 8, 9, 12, 14 , but the simple XXZ model already realizes and captures the generic property of the pyrochlore ice U(1) QSL in the perturbative Ising regime. Therefore, we deliver our theory through the XXZ model but emphasize the modelindependent universal and generic properties of the U(1) QSL. This model is defined as
where J zz > 0. The phase diagram of the specific XXZ model is given in Fig. 1 and explained in the remaining part of the paper. In the regime with |J ⊥ | J zz , the third-order degenerate perturbation theory yields an effective Hamiltonian that acts on the extensively degenerate spin ice manifold. The effective model is a ring exchange model with
where "i, j, k, l, m, n" are the six vertices on the elementary hexagon (" p ") of the pyrochlore lattice. To reveal the U(1) gauge structure, one introduces the lattice gauge fields as E rr S z rr , e iA rr S ± rr , where r, r label the centers of the tetrahedra and form a diamond lattice. The effective spin model becomes
where
zz and "U → ∞" recovers the Hilbert space of the spin-1/2 moment. Here " d " refers to the elementary hexagon on the diamond lattice, and η r = +1 (−1) for r ∈ I (II) sublattice of the diamond lattice. When J ⊥ > 0 and |J ⊥ | is small so that the XY order is absent, the ground state favors a zero U(1) gauge flux and is labeled as U(1) 0 QSL. This regime has been extensively studied theoretically and numerically 1,8,9,28,49-51 . For J ⊥ < 0, the ground state favors a π background U(1) gauge flux with
for each diamond lattice hexagon (see Fig. 2a ) and is thus labeled as U(1) π QSL. This regime has a sign problem for quantum Monte Carlo simulation and is thus less explored. Only one prior work 9 has carefully studied the stability of the U(1) QSL in this regime and found the U(1) QSL is more robust in this regime than the J ⊥ > 0 regime. Despite the different phase stability, both U(1) 0 and U(1) π QSLs are described by the same low-energy field theory and characterized by the same long-distance universal properties. We, however, point out that the U(1) π QSL is a distinct symmetry enriched U(1) QSL from the U(1) 0 QSL. We show below that the symmetry enrichment occurs in the translational symmetry fractionalization of the spinons. We emphasize that the spectral periodicity of the spinon continuum is a keen physical property encoding the distinct symmetry enrichment and could thus provide a sharp experimental confirmation of the U(1) QSL.
III. TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY FRACTIONALIZATION AND THE SPECTRAL PERIODICITY
The translation symmetry of the pyrochlore lattice is generated by the three translations T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 . Here, the T µ operation translates the system by the fcc bravais lattice vector a µ , and we have a 1 = 1 2 (011), a 2 = 1 2 (101), and a 3 = 1 2 (110), where we have used the cubic coordinate system here and throughout the paper (except specifically mentioned). Any two translation operations, T µ and T ν (µ = ν), commute with each other with
In the U(1) QSL, the spinons are fractionalized and deconfined excitations, and the symmetry operations act locally on the spinons. This symmetry localization condition leads to the symmetry fractionalization for the spinons. For the translation symmetry under consideration, we have We now explore the sepctroscopic consequence of the non-trivial translational symmmetry fractionalization for the spinons in the U(1) π QSL. To reveal the property of the spinon continuum, we consider a generic two-spinon scattering state 46, 48, 52 |a ≡ |q a ; z a ,
where q a labels the total crystal momentum and z a refers to the remaining quantum numbers such as the total energy of the state. Due to the non-orthogonality of the fcc bravais lattice vectors, for our convenience we express the momentum q a as q a = q a1 e 1 + q a2 e 2 + q a3 e 3 ,
where e 1 = (−1, 1, 1), e 2 = (1, −1, 1), e 3 = (1, 1, −1), and q a1 , q a2 , q a3 are the projection of q a onto the corresponding e vectors. From the symmetry localization condition for the spinons, the lattice translation T µ acts on the state as
where '1' and '2' label the two spinons, and the translation is "decomposed" into the two spinon translations. In the following, we apply the approach that was developed for the 2D Z 2 QSL in Ref. 48 , but adapt the discussion to our 3D U(1) π QSL. We apply the spinon translation on the spinon 1 of the state |a to generate the other three two-spinon scattering states,
All the above states are energy eigenstates and have the same energy as the two-spinon scattering state |a . Nevertheless, these spinon scattering states have distinct crystal momenta. To show that, we apply the translation operations on the state |b , (14) where the anticommutation relation between two spinon translations are used in the last two equations. This immediately gives q b1 = q a1 , q b2 = q a2 + π, q b3 = q a3 + π. (15) Likewise, we have
The combination of two different spinon translations on |a such as T s 1 (1)T s 2 (1)|a does not generate new states with different momenta. Since the two-spinon scattering states, |a , |b , |c , |d , have the same energy and the same spin quantum number, the above relations between their crystal momenta suggest that, there is an enhanced spectral periodicity for the spinon continuum. The spectral periodicity can be reflected by the lower L(q), upper excitation edge U(q), and the dispersion of the spinon continuum. For the U(1) π QSL, we have
U(q) = U(q + 2π(100)) = U(q + 2π(010)) = U(q + 2π(001)), (19) where the momentum and the momentum offset are defined in the cubic coordinate system. The spectral intensity of the spinon continnum depends on other factors such as the form factor and may not respect the enhanced spectral periodicity here.
Usually, the spectral periodicity of the magnetic excitation spectrum is defined by the integer mutiples of the reciprocal lattice vectors. Here, because of the π flux and the translational symmetry fractionalization for the U(1) π QSL, the Brillouin zone is folded and the spectral periodicity is half of the combination of two indepedent reciprocal lattice vectors. The spectral periodicity enhancement is a rather unique property of the U(1) π QSL and is absent in the U(1) 0 QSL. We emphasize that the enhanced spectral periodicity with a folded Brillouin zone is the dynamical property rather than the static property of the U(1) π QSL. The U(1) π QSL preserves all the lattice symmetries, and an elastic neutron scattering would not observe any extra magnetic Bragg peak that accompanys with any lattice symmetry breaking.
IV. SPINON CONTINUUM OF THE U(1)π QSL
Here we return to the specific XXZ model and explicitly demonstrate the experimental consequence of the background π flux in the U(1) π QSL. We focus on the J ⊥ < 0 regime that has not been extensively studied. It was shown that the U(1) π QSL extends to the point 9 at J ⊥ = −4.13J zz within a gauge mean-field calculation. We, however, do not think the U(1) π QSL can extend beyond the Heisenberg point at J ⊥ = −J zz /2 where the SU(2) symmetry, that permutes the spin components, is inconsistent with the distinct physical meaning of three spin components in the U(1) π QSL. It is likely that the Heisenberg point is a critical point where the U(1) π QSL terminates. Nevertheless, the early study does show the quantitative stability of the U(1) π QSL. Following the previous treatment 6,8-10 , we implement the spinon-gauge construction via
where Φ † r (Φ r ) creates (annihilates) the spinon at the diamond lattice site r, and s z and s ± encode the U(1) gauge field such that s
where A rr = A rr + A r r , and r is the shared nearest neigbhor site of r and r . Here the operator Q r is defined as Q r = r ∈n.n.(r) η r S z rr , where the summation is taken for the nearest neighbor sites of r. A conjugate rotor variable is introduced such that
and [φ r , Q r ] = i. One further fixes the gauge by setting 9Ā rr = rr q 0 · r that takes care of the π flux (see Fig. 2a ), where q 0 = 2π(100), r ∈ I sublattice, and rr takes the value 0,1,1,0 for rr orienting along (111), (111), (111), (111) lattice direction, respectively. The gauge fixing condition enlarges the unit cell for the spinons, but the translation symmetry is preserved and is realized projectively. The spinon excitation in U(1) π QSL is then solved by the standard coherent state path integral method and is given as
where c µ = cos(k µ /2), s µ = sin(k µ /2). The subindices, I, II, arise from the fact that the two diamond lattices are decoupled in Eq. (22) and the subindices, ±, arise from the doubling of the unit cell by the gauge choice. Here, the constraint |Φ r | = 1 is implemented by the global Lagrangian multiplier, λ, that is demanded to be uniform for the two sublattices by inversion. The spinon continuum is detected by the S
correlator via the INS. From the relation
where r i , r j ∈ I, r i , r j ∈ II, and the neutron spin flip excites two spinons with one from the I sublattice and the other from the II sublattice, we obtain the momentum and energy transfers of the neutron,
where µ, ν = ± and the offset q 0 arises from the particular gauge choice for the U(1) π QSL, and the predicted physical observable does not depend on this choice. Here we have neglected the photon contribution that appears as a higher order term from the gauge fluctuation with respect to the gauge choice in the expansion of Eq. (26) . The spinons are gapped, and a minimal energy is required to excite them, which defines the lower excitation edge.
As we show explicitly in Fig. 3 , the lower excitation edge of the U(1) π QSL has the enhanced periodicity while the U(1) 0 QSL does not.
V. DISCUSSION
Although the gapless U(1) gauge photon is one defining feature of the U(1) QSLs, its very-low-energy scale and the suppressed spectral weight may prohibit the experimental identification 8, 36 . In contrast, the spinon continuum occurs at the higher energy. The enhanced spectral periodicity with a fold Brillouin zone of the spinon continuum in the U(1) π QSL could be a sharp signature for the experimental observation. Since the U(1) π QSL occupies a larger parameter space than the U(1) 0 QSL 9 , it is thus more likely for a candidate system to locate in the U(1) π QSL and develop the enhanced spectral periodicity that we predict for the spinon continuum.
There are three types of doublets in the rare-earth pyrochlore systems. 12, 14 , two distinct symmetry enriched U(1) QSLs, namely, the dipolar U(1) QSL and the octupolar U(1) QSL, can occur. For the dipolar U(1) QSL, both the gapped spinon continuum and the gapless gauge photon show up in the INS spectrum, while for the octupolar U(1) QSL, only gapped spinon continuum can be detected by the INS 14 . Therefore, we suggest a careful examination of the spectral periodicity of the spinon continuum for the QSI materials with Kramers doublets.
Besides the spectral periodicity, the proximate magnetic order provides indirect information about the nearby QSLs. Due to the background π flux, we expect the proximate magnetic order of the U(1) π QSL generically breaks the translation symmetry, while the proximate AFM 0 state of the U(1) 0 QSL does not 8 . For the non-Kramers doublets, the spinon condensation from the U(1) π QSL leads to the transverse spin order that preserves the time reversal and corresponds to the magnetic quadrupolar order 7, 9 . Although the elastic neutron diffraction may not directly probe the quadrupolar order and the enlargement of the unit cell, the spinwave excitation, that is created by the dipolar component and detected by INS, reveals the intrinsic quadrupolar order and the translation symmetry breaking. For the Kramers doublets, the transverse spin order is concomitant with the time reversal symmetry breaking and is readily detected by neutron diffraction and/or NMR measurements.
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